The Hoffberger Gallery Exhibit Space

The Gallery is located in the main corridor of Baltimore Hebrew Congregation. It is excellent for presenting large works, as well as smaller groupings. This diagram shows the wall as the viewer is facing it.

Most visitors to the Gallery enter by the doors next to the Hoffberger Chapel, with the Gallery Wall on their left as they head toward the Sanctuary. This wall provides approximately 70 linear ft. of hanging space. With newly installed track lighting.

Please note that the wall opposite the gallery wall includes three alcoves set within archival cases that may be used to display 3-dimensional work. Advance approval is required.

The three sample rectangles below, in scale with the wall diagrams, might provide the exhibitor with a sense of how many works to include for a well balanced presentation. In our experience, up to 15 to 20 average sized works at 36” x 40” are ideal.
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